
Volume Editor�s Preface

This volume of Science of Synthesis is concerned with six-membered hetarenes with
one chalcogen, i.e. pyrylium salts and pyranones together with their sulfur, selenium,
and tellurium analogues. As with other volumes of Science of Synthesis, it is the synthesis
of these hetarenes which is the dominant topic; their chemistry is covered only when rel-
evant to their synthesis, or in a few instances where it leads to generally useful synthetic
procedures, e.g. the Diels–Alder chemistry of pyran-2-ones.

The chemistry of pyrylium salts and pyranones has been studied for a very long time,
indeed since the beginning of modern organic chemistry. Hence, many of the references
included in this volume date back to fairly early work, although the literature coverage
continues up to the end of 2002. However, both pyranones and pyrylium salts retain con-
siderable industrial interest up to the present day, the former because of their biological
activities and the latter owing to their use as dyes. So despite their age, the compound
classes covered in this volume are of considerable contemporary interest and are likely
to remain so for many years to come.

The structure of this volume follows that established in the other hetarene volumes
of Science of Synthesis, i.e. the material is organised into methods for the synthesis of
the product class in question, with each method usually including a discussion of the
scope of the method, examples, and an experimental procedure. The product classes are
ordered according to the Science of Synthesis guidelines, with the methods and varia-
tions within each product class following the sequence: synthesis by ring-closure reac-
tions, synthesis by ring transformation, aromatization, and synthesis by substituent mod-
ification.

Finally, I should like to thank everyone who has contributed to this volume, in par-
ticular Dr. Joe P. Richmond for his help at the planning stage, and the authors for all their
hard work in putting it together. Finally, I gratefully acknowledge the unstinting efforts
of Dr. M. Fiona Shortt de Hernandez and her team at Thieme for their support, patience,
and hard work during the course of this project and for their tolerance of my brinksman-
ship.

Volume Editor Manchester, July 2003

E. J. Thomas
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